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leapfrog epic starter bundle. angry birds epic starter bundle

A great game buy it. If like me, you're a fan of racing/object avoidance games, then this is the game for you!

The dynamic soundtrack paired with the nostalgic 80's aesthetic really makes for a fun game.

(It's also slightly addictive trying to get all the achievements...)

The only thing I'd really like to see is local multiplayer (on separate tracks), but other than that I really can't complain.
Great game by an awesome team of Indie Developers!

. Awesome game. It's very slow, I fell into some bugs and I'm so confused... but anyway, I like games that make me think even
after I finish them... I went into some googling, and to know this was based on real facts and finding pictures of real people that
went through what happens on this game, in some very immersive parts... it's just very, very brutal.
. I really enjoy the game. It makes me want to watch the anime now. The game gets the TRIGGER feel perfectly. I played this
game for about a half hour and quit, not realizing it didn't save. Still a little mad. GOTTA DO IT OVER.

Game is fun, combat is decent. Definitely a perfect fan service game.. I really enoyed this one! Looking forward to the sequel,
whenever it gets finished!
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the game i always wanted. I did not like.... Does not seem to work with the newest common sense DLC\/patch. I am unable to
see any monuments even when in terrain mode.. good game as the game design to get you kill after stage 3. This game, while
admittedly still in Early Access, is everything that EVE, No Man's Sky, and the X series strived for. This is a heavy corporation
simulation game, with space-battle elements. The point is to create a company, build it up from nothing, and take over all
commerce in known space.

The trade system, including setting up trade routes, is fairly complex and requires some tutorials (or blundering around like I
did). Once you have your trade networks setup, you can start raking in some serious cash. The market is dynamic and has a
finite number of goods. It's possible for the game to run out of a particular good, until more are made. Also, if you take too long
to deliver goods to a station, you may show up finding that someone else already sold the station what they needed... now you're
left holding onto some cargo you can't sell right away. This makes the commerce aspect of this game incredible!

The flight system is lovely. Newtonian physics rule the game and so you need to get a handle on the controls or you'll find
yourself smashing into space stations. Buy the "Automatic Docking" technology as soon as you can. It makes life easier.

The game is heavy on grinding, and if that's your thing, then you're in for a treat. I'm not super far in just yet, so I don't know
what all there is to do, but I'm uncovering more and more story-arc style missions. Also, after several hours of playing I'm still
working through 'tutorial' missions!

I'm curious to see what elements are added to the game over time. So far it's surprisingly well polished for an EA game and I
have yet to encounter any significant bugs.

UPDATE:
I do feel that some more exploration, systems, planets, stars, etc... would be nice. However... considering the technology in the
game, I understand that this is not likely to happen, which is unfortunate. One planet and its 4 moons are hardly enough to keep
me going.

Also, once you've reached a certain level of development, the game slows to a crawl. The AI will match you ship-for-ship once
you start building a large battle fleet. When that happens, performance takes a nose-dive.

I'm not sure if these last two points can or will be addressed, but they're kind of stopping me from playing any further. That
said... I did put 20 hours into this game, and for $12, that's really good.
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